
Sept. 21st - 25th Mrs. Ernster
8:20 - 8:25

* 4th Grade 

Homeroom

8:30 - 9:30

* Math

9:30 - 10:30

*Music/P.E.

10:30 - 11:30

*Reading

11:30 - 11:50

*Spelling

11:50 - 12:10

*Grammar

12:10 - 

12:40
*Lunch

12:40 - 

1:45
*Recess
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* Attendance/ 

Lunchcount

* CC Standard Review on the 

SmartBoard 

* Module 2eview Test

* Students will use a paper copy of 

form A to review for Module 2 

Test - work together in groups to 

finish pre-test and then we will 

correct together.  Students will 

take home to study for test 

tomorrow

* Standards Work IXL

Music/

P.E.

* Set up Rdg. Notebook 

* Teacher Read Aloud & Introduce 

Vocab

* Look at graphic organizer - 

understanding characters - ask 

why is it important to understand 

the character of a piece of 

literature

* Answer "Essential Question"

* Read Aloud "Stormalong" 

Spelling: Pre-Test

* Correct together when 

we are finished

* Read Aloud

Grammar

* Talk about nouns

* Use smartboard to go 

through sentences, 

identify the proper noun 

and fix it (historical 

events, documents, titles, 

languages, nationalities)
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* Attendance/ 

Lunchcount

* CC Standard Review on the 

SmartBoard 

*Students will take the assigned 

Module 2 form B test on their 

Chromebooks using the Ed: Your 

Friend math site

* Standards Work IXL

Music/

P.E.

* Reread "Stormalong" together

* Talk through "talking points" as 

we read through the story

* Discuss theme with students and 

fill out the graphic organizer for 

undestanding Stormalong's 

character using his thoughts, 

words, and actions - inference 

what kind of person he is using 

these as evidence

Word Work using 

Spelling Calendars

* Studenst will need 

to complete three 

activities this week 

(can pick whatever 

activities they 

choose)

Grammar

* Proper Noun activity on 

their onw, then share 

together
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* Attendance/ 

Lunchcount

* CC Standard Review on the 

SmartBoard 

*Explore Multiplicative 

Comparisons

* Do p.53-55 together - talk about 

drawing a bar model to expalin 

what is going on within the 

equation - practice drawing the 

bar models

* Assign:  Online Pratice 

* Standards Work IXL

Music/

P.E.

* Togher in pairs students will 

read "Stormalong"

* They will complete the Reading 

Response and the 

Analyze/Evaluate sections of their 

reading notebooks

* Students will share responses 

whole group when people are 

finished

* Review dictionary skills together 

as a class

* Look at when info is provided in a 

dictionary entry - students will use 

their glossaries in their journeys 

books to look up words in reader's 

notebook and record their 

pronunciations, syllables, and 1 

meaning

* Spelling City to 

review words and 

work on spellings

* Read Aloud

 

Grammar: 

* Students will complete 

the Grammar section of 

their reader's notbeook

* They will use proper 

nouns in 5 sentences to 

capitalize an event, title, 

language, person's name, 

and nationalities

* Share when complete L
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* Attendance/ 

Lunchcount

* Hand in Papers

* CC Standard Review on the 

SmartBoard 

* Distringuish Between 

Multiplicative and Additive 

Comparisons

* Do p. 57-59 - pay close attention 

to words "more" and "times as 

many"

* Assign:  Online practice

* Standards Work IXL

Music/

P.E.

* Together read "Hoderi the 

Fisherman"  - discuss how this 

book is a 'traditional tale' - how is 

that different then a "Folk Tale"?

* Assign parts and read the story 

together 

* Discus talking points from the 

teacher's edition together

* Have students compare/contrast 

this story with Stormalong

* Have students tell about their 

reader's notebooks dictionary 

enteries from yesterday

Word Work using 

Spelling Calendars

* Studenst will need 

to complete three 

activities this week 

(can pick whatever 

activities they 

choose)

* Read Aloud

Grammar: 

* Review referene 

materials - talk about 

dictionaries and how we 

use them

* Discuss multiple 

meaning words and use 

projectable 5.3 to discuss 

different parts of a 

dictionary entry
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* Attendance/ 

Lunchcount

* Hand in Papers

* CC Standard Review on the 

SmartBoard 

*Use Division to Solve 

Multiplication Comparison 

Problems

* Do p. 61-63; use bar models to 

illustrate the problems - use bar 

models to answer what quesiton is 

being asked

* Do interactice reteach with 

students togeher

* Standards Work IXL

Music/

P.E.

*Vocabulary Review

* Theme review

* Studetns will take the end of 

the week assessment

* Monitor Fluency Passages

* Spelling Test 

* Hand out Spelling 

Words for next week

* Go through spelling 

words with students 

and talk about any 

unknown words

* Read Aloud

Grammar: 

* Author's Purpose and 

Theme  practice on IXL
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1:05 - 1:45

Science

1:45 - 2:15

Reading Plus & 

Rdg. Passages

2:15 - 2:45

Social Studies

2:50 - 3:00 

Homework 

Table 

3:00 - 3:10 

Takehome folders & 

Homework Planners

Mo
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* Mountain Building Actvity

* Go through which plate 

movement creates mountains 

(subduction)

* Read through the Mountain 

Making Information together

* Have students cut out model 

and then past together to show 

mountain building over time

Rdg. Plus *Zearn..org
* Continue reading 

through the West Region 

Packet and completing 

the notes that go along 

with it

* If we finish early, 

watch a short video on 

the West Region States

* Allow time for students to work 

on any homework that they may 

have

* Plug in Chromebooks and put 

back on shelf

* Fill out planners and gather 

homework to put in bookbags

* Dismiss @ 3:20
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*Begin talking about volcanoes - 

do the interactive animations 

together

* Talk about different kinds of 

volcanoes and eruptions

* Hand out comic types of 

volcanoes, go through them 

together and have them keep 

them in their science notebooks

Rdg. Plus Library @

2:00 - 2:20
**DEAR time for 

students not at library

*Happy 

Number

s

* Allow time for students to work 

on any homework that they may 

have

* Plug in Chromebooks and put 

back on shelf

* Fill out planners and gather 

homework to put in bookbags

* Dismiss @ 3:20
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* Inside a Volcano worksheet

* Go through and label the 

different parts of a volcano

* Students will use their 

learner's dictionary to define 

each of the different parts of 

the volcano - hand in when 

finished

* Volcano word find or crossword 

when finished

Rdg. Plus Computer

s @ 2:00 - 

2:20

*Zearn..

org

* Allow time for students to work 

on any homework that they may 

have

* Plug in Chromebooks and put 

back on shelf

* Fill out planners and gather 

homework to put in bookbags

* Dismiss @ 3:20
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* Volcanoes Facts Sheet

* Students will read about 

volcanoes with a partner

* They will then answer questions 

about volcanoes using the 

information that they have 

learned and that is contained in 

the information

* Students should use complete 

sentences to answer quesions 

Rdg. Plus *Sources 

of Strength 

@ 2:00 - 

2:20

*Happy 

Number

s

* Allow time for students to work 

on any homework that they may 

have

* Plug in Chromebooks if they 

need to be charged and put back 

on shelf

* Fill out homeowrk sheets and 

gather homework to put in 

bookbags

* Dismiss @ 3:20
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* Make a Volcano project

* In group sof 2-3, students will 

create a volcano and mimic a 

volcanic eruption

* Students will walk through 

instructions and after complete, 

will fill out a volcano diagram 

that expleains what is happening 

in their eruption 

Rdg. Plus *Zearn..org
* Continue reading 

through the West Region 

Packet and completing 

the notes that go along 

with it

* If we finish early, 

watch a short video on 

the West Region States

* Allow time for students to work 

on any homework that they may 

have

* Plug in Chromebooks if they 

need to be charged and put back 

on shelf

* Fill out homeowrk sheets and 

gather homework to put in 

bookbags

* Dismiss @ 3:20


